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SUMINISTROS BIGMAT, S.L.
Tax ID Number: B73214652
BigMat is implemented in five countries of the European Union, France (www.bigmat.fr),
Belgium (www.bigmat.be), Italy (www.bigmat.it), Czech Republic (www.bigmat-stavebniny.cz)
and Spain. We work with manufacturers across 5 continents. We are an organization that manages
a real network of information and products for the benefit of our clients and employers belonging
to our group.
The logo was created in 1981 BigMat pawn Independent Business Warehouse Building Materials
to resign despite losing part of their identity, they realized that only by combining their efforts
could encompass its evolution effectively to market developments.
BigMat The project was implemented in Spain in 1998. In the years has developed a strong
position and significant growth currently reaching a 5% market share. BigMat is why is the
undisputed leader in its sector and a clear international reference.
BigMat Company consists of distributing building materials to enrich the construction sector, with
the aim of combining experience, knowledge and capacity purchases and sales, to the benefit of
giving it to the customer not only competitive prices, but also the best quality product and service
information.
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The logo was created in 1981 BigMat pawn Independent Business Warehouse Building Materials
to resign despite losing part of their identity, they realized that only by combining their efforts
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BigMat The project was implemented in Spain in 1998. In the years has developed a strong
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BigMat Spain compose 260 locations spread throughout the Spanish territory, including Canary
and Balearic Islands. There you can find everything you need because we have all the major
suppliers, both domestic and from five continents, in order to offer our customers an excellent
service and quality.
We also have a customer loyalty service, BigMatVIP Card. With this service we provide our
customers significant advantages translated into special offers, promotions and lots of gifts.
We also highlight the launch of Campus BigMat, providing all our customers and employees, all
training courses and product demonstrations totally free.
All this and much more is what differentiates BigMat from other competitors, which makes him a
leading brand in the market both domestically and internationally. Likewise BigMat in possession
since 2003 Quality Certification ISO-9001 provided by AENOR for excellence in management
processes and attention to customers and suppliers.
Also in BigMat we care about the environment and nature. So you can find in our stores countless
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articles GreenMat stamped. This seal guarantees that these products are made with
environmentally friendly materials.
Address
Carretera de San Javier, Km 20
30591 Torre-Pacheco
Murcia (Spain)
Telephone: +34 968580809
Fax: +34 968580035
Web: www.bigmat.es
Sector: Machinery for public works, construction and mining, Marketing and distribution
Activity: Importer, Marketer

Products
Mortars, plasters and cement, tiles and flooring, plumbing and heating, bathroom and decor
Marketing of construction materials

Construction accessories, hand tools, machinery, supplies, equipment
Hardware and tool vendors
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Construction accessories, hand tools, machinery, supplies, equipment
Implements and tools for the construction industry
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